KC_Spicer:
The crew of the Ganymede is scheduled for three days of shore leave on Raisa. A contact sent by Admiral Hazbin will be meeting you there in two days with information on your next mission.

Kris:
Federation Commander K.C. Spicer is vacationing on Risa after a dangerous covert mission that has left her hands scarred.

Kris:
<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>

CTACWolfe:
::stands at the TAC station, wearing the more informal vest over the command coat::

Joe:
@::sitting on the beach, watching the women walk by::

KC_Spicer:
@::lying on chaise lounge on Risa::

ENG_Tal:
::in engineering running diagnostics::

Trelinome:
@:::Beams down to planet from his ship ::

KC_Spicer:
@::glancing down at scars on hands::

CO_Olbrun:
:;she's in her seat, drumming her fingers quietly on the arm of her chair:: Helm: Distance to Risa?

Paladine:
@::dangling feet in water, playing a rich textured melody on the sax::

KC_Spicer:
@::sigh::

Gidget:
@::struggles, carrying her surfboard to her favorite beach; it's bigger than she is by far::

CO_Olbrun:
<Hei Yu> Three minutes, sir.

CMO_Wells:
::walks on to bridge goes to Sci staion, as passes Tac snickerrs::

CTACWolfe:
::runs a quick diagnostic on the TAC station::

Mileia:
@::walks by the pool::

CTACWolfe:
::raises an eyebrow at the CMO as she snickers, and goes back to work::

Paladine:
@::playing blues::

Trelinome:
@:::Claims room and doffs clothes and heads for beach towel over sholder ::

ENG_Tal:
:: Leaving engineering heading toward the bridge::

KC_Spicer:
@::scratching at the new skin on her hands and scowling::

CO_Olbrun:
::waits for orbit to be established so she can dismiss this poor crew.::

Mileia:
@::carries a satchel of Horgon's passing them out to the guests::

Paladine:
@ A rainy night in Georgia....

ENG_Tal:
::entering the TL ::

KC_Spicer:
@::picking up the book again to read::   "Carnivorous Alien Cultures Encountered By Federation Away Teams"

Joe:
@::walks over to Paladine::  Nice day, isn't  it?

Gidget:
@::leans surfboard against a rock, freeing both hands to tighten the rubberbands holding her pigtails before she dives into the waves::a

Trelinome:
@:::Tosses towel and key on beach chaise :::

KC_Spicer:
@::glancing up at new chaise lounge neighbor::

CTACWolfe:
::double checks their arrival times and turns, walking back to the SCI  II station::

Paladine:
@Joe: beautiful, bet you've never seen a Vulcan playing the sax

ENG_Tal:
:: enters bridge and looks for RISA on the main view screen ::

Trelinome:
@:::notes hand heavily bandaged ::

Gidget:
@::grabs the surfboard and dives in::

Mileia:
@::smiles and greets the guest, handing them a statue::

Joe:
@Paladine:  Not much on Risa surprises me.

CO_Olbrun:
::she bites her lip::

Paladine:
@feels like its raining all over the world

KC_Spicer:
@::feeling a sudden attraction and realizing he's a Deltan::

CMO_Wells:
::looks at the TAc officer:: Wolf: can i help you,sir? ::tries to hide smile::

KC_Spicer:
@::nodding::  Pleasant day.

Paladine:
@Joe: grab an instrument and lets jam

CTACWolfe:
::looks slightly tired and haggard as the small sensor anomally::  CMO:  No...just checking something on the main sensor arrays....

Mileia:
@::turns head at the sound of the sax, cocks head watching out of the corner of her eyes::

Trelinome:
@KC: Pardon , But have you had those seen to ?

ENG_Tal:
:: walks slowly over to the engineering station while look at the view screen ::

CTACWolfe:
::goes back to the TAC station::

Joe:
@Pal:  Great!  ::grabs some drums::

CO_Olbrun:
<HeiYu>Establishing orbit, Captain.

KC_Spicer:
@Trelinome:  Yes, the Federation's finest took care of these.  ::holding up hands::

Paladine:
@::winks at Mileia::

Gidget:
@::rides the waves, tryin' to look really cool while she does it::

CMO_Wells:
::shruggs, can't wait to beam down to Risa::

Mileia:
@::blushes at being caught staring::

Gidget:
@::hopes no one notices that she's a novice::

CTACWolfe:
::begins to lock down the TAC systems as they settle into orbit::

Paladine:
@::playing a luxurious blue note::

Trelinome:
@:::arches eyebrow :: and they still require bandages ? Have you tried the aloe Riasae ?

CO_Olbrun:
::stands:: *Shipwide* This is the captain. We have reached Risa. Please put all stations on lockdown, and enjoy your shore leave.

CMO_Wells:
Co:  Sb is locked down sir.  DR. Zahn is the doctor on call if you need him., sir.

Joe:
@::trying to keep up with Paladine on the bongos::

Paladine:
@Joe: this music has soul...

KC_Spicer:
@Trelinome:  No, I haven't.  Does it relieve the itching?  It's driving me mad.  ::trying to scratch at the bandages::  The injuries were a bit...er...major.

CTACWolfe:
::sets up the Security schedule and posts it for his teams....::

CO_Olbrun:
Wells: Thank you.

Mileia:
@::gets up her courage and walks over to the stranger::  Good morning, welcome to Risa...is there anything that I can do for you?  Would you like one of our Horgon statues?

CMO_Wells:
:: takes TL to her  quaters to pick up her special gear::

Trelinome:
@KC: It is god for burns and the rashes and itches they cause

ENG_Tal:
:: locking down engineering station and assigns shifts::

KC_Spicer:
@Trelinome:  Ah, I'll have to try it.  I'm K.C., what's your name?

CO_Olbrun:
::she looks around at the bridge crew:: Don't know about you people, but I will be planetside for this leave. If you need me, it better be important.

CTACWolfe:
CO:  Aye Captain....::goes back to work::

ENG_Tal:
CO: Aye Captain

CO_Olbrun:
::she then turns and heads for the TL:: Wolfe: And that includes you, Commander. I expect you to follow the mission briefing. Am I understood?

Joe:
@Paladine:  I'm not too good with bongos, and I'm not sure if they sound too good with jazz...I'm gonna run in and get my hormonica...be right back.

CTACWolfe:
::looks up again, an eyebrow raised::  CO:  As soon as I finish with the orders for my Security teams m'am

Gidget:
@::rides the waves to the beach, and makes her way onto shore, hearing the music::

Joe:
@::quickly goes to nearby room and picks up his harmonica::

CO_Olbrun:
::she nods, and then heads for her quarters::

Mileia:
@::stands behind Palidine and considers tapping him on the shoulder::

CTACWolfe:
::posts the orders and takes the next TL down to his quarters::

Trelinom:
KC: I am CMO of the USS Farstar , Trelinome

Gidget:
@::wonders if that is where the gang is::

CMO_Wells:
::comes out of her quarterrs and heads to TR3::

ENG_Tal:
:: finishes up duties and heads for quarters::

Joe:
@::walks back over to Paladine, and notices that he has left::

KC_Spicer:
@Trelinome:  Nice to meet you, Doctor.  ::smiling pleasantly::

CTACWolfe:
::walks into his room and grabs a small duffel along with a guitar case::

KC_Spicer:
@Trel:  I've never been here before.  Have you?

Joe:
@Paladine:  Welcome back.  Where did you go?

CO_Olbrun:
::she changes into something casual, and lets her hair down, where it sweeps past her waist::

Gidget:
@::tosses her surfboard into the land rover, and decides to follow the music...::

Trelinom:
@KC: The host services should be able to get youy some. I 'm for the water for a bit

Trelinom:
@KC: Yes a few times

CMO_Wells (Sound - Transporter.wav):
:: nodds to transporter chief, and he beams her down::

KC_Spicer:
@Trel: I'll get some then and ditch these bandages.  I may see you in the water later.

Paladine:
@Mileia: sit awhile beautiful and join us ;)

CTACWolfe:
::stays in the more casual uniform vest...considers changing into his Borg Division uniform...but decides against it....picks up the duffell and case and heads to TR1::

Mileia:
@::walks over to Paladine:: Good day. ::smiles:: can I interest you in one of our Horgon statues?

CO_Olbrun:
::she takes a very small case with her, and heads for the transporter room::

Trelinome:
@KC: Be a pity not to get in it while you are here :::Smiles::

Joe:
@::begins playing the harmonica....much better sounding than the bongos::

ENG_Tal:
:: changes into causal wear (shorts, etc..) and heads for TR2::

KC_Spicer:
@Trel:  Absolutely.  I just don't vacation well.

CO_Olbrun:
::she gets to the transporter room and beams down before she changes her mind::

Mileia:
::puts the statue away and sits near by::  your playing is breath taking, please play some more?

CTACWolfe:
:::heads into TR1 and gets beamed down::

CMO_Wells:
:: heads to a small place to change in her swin suit::

Gidget:
@::takes a seat in the corner and releases her pigtails, hoping they dry quickly, so she'll look older than she is::

Trelinome:
@KC: you look fairly fiot though ... think of it as an excersise regimen that is also good for the soul

Paladine:
@Mileia: of course, what is music if not to tempt a lady's heart?

KC_Spicer:
@Trel:  ::blushing::  Oh, I will.  

ENG_Tal (Sound - TRNSPRTR.wav):
:: enters TR2 and beams down ::

Mileia:
::smiles and lowers eyes::

KC_Spicer:
@::thinking::  I can't believe I blushed....haven't done that in years.

Joe:
@Pal:  What do you want to play?

CO_Olbrun:
::she's dressed in what could be the antithesis of the standard uniform- simple, but nothing formal about it::

CMO_Wells:
:: comes out with her uniform in her bad and her all ready for the beach::

CTACWolfe:
::appears in a common area, duffel over one shoulder and guitar case in hand::

Paladine:
Joe: I left my Heart in San Francisco......

Gidget:
::sees a number of new arrivals::

Mileia:
::looks over at Joe::

Joe:
Pal:  Great..I know that one!

CO_Olbrun:
::she shows up by the water, and just sits down on the beach::

CTACWolfe:
::looks for a local inn to spend the night in....::

CTACWolfe:
::hmmm......"Motel 60".......well, its only one night...heads over::

Paladine:
::play it slow, let it flow from the soul::

KC_Spicer:
@::walking over to Guest Services and punching up a request for the Aloe miracle medicine::

Joe:
::nods:: Pal:  No prob.

Trelinome:
:::Heads to water and spears right in ::

Gidget:
::gets a little bored, and decides to go back to surfing::

CTACWolfe:
::gets a room with a view of the beach...and a small terrace...walks out onto the balcony, guitar case still in hand::

CO_Olbrun:
::she stretches out on the sand, closing her eyes and just listening to the water::

Gidget:
::takes the land rover and heads back to the beach::

ENG_Tal:
:: heads toward the beach ::

CTACWolfe:
::pulls a small deck chair over and pulls out his guitar, quietly tuning the instrument::

Paladine:
::winks at Mileia:: nothing like a woman to make a day feel alive

CO_Olbrun:
::she sits up at the sound of the Land Rover, looking just a mite peeved::

Mileia:
::listens to the music and returns the wink::

ENG_Tal:
:: takes a nice long swim in tropical waters ::

Gidget:
:;parks the rover, and jumps out, carrying her surfboard::

KC_Spicer:
::getting the aloe and heading out onto the beach::

CTACWolfe:
::clasps the strap to the guitar and heads back into the room to change into something a little less formal::

Joe:
::plays along::

Paladine:
::playing "Night they drove old Dixie down::

Gidget:
::launches it, and bellyflops onto it, paddling her way toward the waves::

CO_Olbrun:
:;she sighs, shaking the sand out of her hair::

Trelinome:
::::Is doing a variation of the austrailian Crawl ::

KC_Spicer:
::walking that funny walk in the sand::

CTACWolfe:
::walks out his room, guitar slung around his shoulder and wearing swimtrunks and a tank-top::

Paladine:
He was a youngman proud and free but a Yankee laid him in his grave

Gidget:
::catches a wave, and decides to show off a little, seeing all the people on her beach::

Mileia:
::starts to fan self::

Gidget:
::tries a handstand::

ENG_Tal:
:: decides to practice back stroke for a while ::

Trelinome:
:::Is run over by an errant Surfboard ::

KC_Spicer:
::looking at the silly daredevil doing a handstand out in the surf::

Joe:
::plays harmonica to Palamine's singing::

CTACWolfe:
::walks along the boardwalk, looking out at the rolling ocean, strumming a little Cowboy tune on his guitar::

KC_Spicer:
::grinning and remember her more daredevil days::

Gidget:
::falls off the surfboard, and grabs it for safety::

CO_Olbrun:
::she stands, shaking her head. Maybe this wasn't such a good idea::

Trelinome:
:::Floats to surface :::

Gidget:
::sputters a bit, and hopes no one noticed::

Paladine:
they never should have taken the very best.....

CTACWolfe:
::sings softly::  In the southern part of Texas, in the Town of San Anton'

CMO_Wells:
:: hopes that puppy tail girl is alright::

CTACWolfe:
There's a Fortress all in ruins, that the weeds have overgrown  ::notices the RV on the beach::

Trelinome:
:::Floating KO'd :::

KC_Spicer:
::looking over at the woman laying on the sand::

Gidget:
::decides it might be time to take a break, and nonchalantly paddles her way back to the beach::

ENG_Tal :: wonders what the nights are like ::

Gidget:
::spots Trelinome, and thinks he needs some help::

CTACWolfe:
You may look in vain for crosses, and you'll never see a one...

KC_Spicer:
::thinking::  she looks familiar...I've seen her picture in a briefing before...

CMO_Wells:
:: desides that she might as welll sign up for the luau for later on since nothing else is rreally going on that's exciting::

Gidget:
::starts yelling for help, and trying to pull Trelinome to safety::

CTACWolfe:
::looks up at the calls::

CO_Olbrun:
::she stands up and just shakes her head, her hair flowing around her. It's time for her to leave, looks like::

Paladine:
::looks at Mileia: its an enchanted afternoon in the garden of Eden, care for an apple?

Mileia:
::stands up at the shouting near the beach::

Joe:
::hears the scream and drops his harmonica in the sand...runs over to Gidget::

ENG_Tal:
::starts to swim in the direction of the calls::

KC_Spicer:
::looks around at the shouting::

Mileia:
::watches Joe to the rescue, turns to Paladine::

CTACWolfe:
::notices that a herd is forming.....better not add to the confusion::

CMO_Wells:
:: snaps ou tof it when she hears Gidget's calls for help, grabs her tricolder and med pack and heads toward her as fast as she can::

KC_Spicer:
::pumping long legs and running down the beach into the water::

Mileia:
Paladine: shall I bring a Horgon?

CTACWolfe:
::forgets where he was and finds a shady palmtree just off of the boardwalk and sits::

Joe:
::swims out to Gidget and Trelinome::

KC_Spicer:
::diving into the water::

ENG_Tal:
:: trys to help ::

CO_Olbrun:
::she turns towards the confusion, and lets everyone else play hero this time::

Paladine:
Mileia: no, hungry? care for Chinese?

CTACWolfe:
::fiddles with another little Cowboy tune, watching the commotion::

CMO_Wells:
shouts::  bring him in, I'm a doctor......

Mileia:
Paladine: sure ::smiles::

KC_Spicer:
::swimming out to the distressed swimmers::

KC_Spicer:
::bandages unraveling into the water and falling off::

Gidget:
::tries to keep Trelinome's head above water, but her slight form is dragged under by the greater weight::

Paladine:
Mileia: after you my lady::offers his arm::

Mileia:
::takes his arm and follows very closely::

ENG_Tal:
:: trys to aid swimmer back to shore::

KC_Spicer:
::reaching the swimmers and diving down to drag Trelinome up::

Trelinome:
:::Follows the tows :::

Joe:
::tries to get a hold of  relinome, to pull him to the shore::

CO_Olbrun:
::she walks away from the beach, back towards the main area, looking oddly alone in all the people::

KC_Spicer:
::nodding at Joe::  I'll get the other one...

KC_Spicer:
::grabbing Gidget::

CTACWolfe:
::having trouble concentrating with all the scantily clad women on the beach...his music quickly turning into odd stumming::

CTACWolfe:
<stumming = strumming>

Trelinome:
::::Posterior Touches bottom :::

CMO_Wells:
:: taps combadge in her pack:: *we need med team on the beach stat, we have possible drowning victum

Gidget:
::struggles and gurgles::

KC_Spicer:
::pulling Gidget into shallow water::

Paladine:
Mileia: I know this wonderful dance club on the south side

KC_Spicer:
Gidget:  You alright?

Joe:
::carefully swims to the shore, carrying Treliome with him::

CO_Olbrun:
::she finds a bench to sit on, away from the noise::

KC_Spicer:
Trel: What happened?

Mileia:
Paladine: I think I know that place.

Gidget:
::sits up, sputtering, and readjusting her bikini top::

Gidget:
::cough::  Ummm, yeah......

CTACWolfe:
::waves over a Cabana Boy and orders a Frozen Lime Margarita::

Trelinome:
KC: I am not sure I was swimming along , and something hit me

CMO_Wells:
Kc: bring her over here...:: motions for her towards her::

ENG_Tal:
:: listens to conversation::

Gidget:
:;doesn't mention that her surfboard is still out there somewhere::

KC_Spicer:
::sighs and hauls Gidget up to her feet::

CMO_Wells:
::  runs scanns on Trelinome::

Joe:
Trel:  "Hit you"?  Have you any idea what it was?

KC_Spicer:
Gidget:  Come along...Doctor Bossy has to check you out...

Gidget:
::is hauled up::  Hey, easy on the wrists, will ya???

Trelinome:
JOe : none at all

CTACWolfe:
::smiles as the frozen drinkis delivered and takes a slow pull on it::

Paladine:
Mileia: you like ballroom dancing and a little classical?

Gidget:
::looks petulant at her treatment::

CMO_Wells:
::looks at  KC:: mumbles: Dr. bossy.. indead.!   :: scanns Gidget::

CTACWolfe:
Ahh...quite refreshing....::goes back to his playing::

CO_Olbrun:
::she shakes her head, planning heading back to the ship as soon as possible::

Mileia:
Paladine: I am versed in both......and more ::smiles::

Paladine:
Mileia: you're a classy lass

Gidget:
::looks at Wells::  So, you're a doc, are ya?

CTACWolfe:
::looks around, noticing the Good Captain sitting alone...finishes most of the drink in one large gulp and sets the drink glass on a tray....stands and starts walking toward the CO::

KC_Spicer:
::light-hearted grin at the Doc::

Gidget:
::coughs again::  Hey, ya got any gum, doc?

CTACWolfe:
::remembers another song, starts strumming a slightly more upbeat song::

Mileia:
Paladine: Have you been enjoying your stay on Risa?

CMO_Wells:
Trel:  You are all right except for swallowing water and a mild concussion::

CTACWolfe:
There's been times...::sings::

ENG_Tal:
:: loses interest heads back into the water ::

Joe:
::decides to let the doctor handle this...goes to his lounge chair and dries off::

CTACWolfe:
I'm so confused..

CO_Olbrun:
::she just watches everyone else running around- and smiles a little at Elea's memories of this place::

Trelinome:
Wells: Thak you , Doctor , I hope I never have to repay you this favor

KC_Spicer:
::deciding they are in good care and heading back up the beach towards her bags::

CTACWolfe:
When all my roads, they lead to you....

Joe:
::picks up his harmonica on the way there::

CMO_Wells:
Gidget: By the looks of it you not only swallowed a lot of water you also swallowed your gum,  :: smiles at Trel's comment::

Gidget:
::grins at the doc:: I have this little tickle in my throat, some gum would help, I think.....

Paladine:
Mileia: me? I feel like a native I'm on extended leave after doing some research at the Vulcan Science Academy

KC_Spicer:
::hearing her communicator beeping and trotting up to the bag::

Gidget:
I lost mine.......  ::shuts up at the doc's comment::

KC_Spicer:
::tapping badge::  Spicer here.

Mileia:
Paladine: At the Academy, how interesting!

Paladine:
Mileia: it comes with the ears MiLady

KC_Spicer:
@<Admiral Hazbin>  Commander Spicer, as previously mentioned, you will be called back to duty soon.

Trelinome:
Wells : Doctor , you been in prctice long ?

CTACWolfe:
::approaches the CO::  I just can't turn and walk away....

Mileia:
::grins at Paladine:: Your not full Vulcan are you?

Gidget:
::starts coughing again::

ENG_Tal:
:: continues practicing back stroke::

CO_Olbrun:
::she glances up:: Wolfe: Oh...hello.

Paladine:
::slight giggle:: part betazoid

CMO_Wells:
Trel: i've been out of the academy for a while. :: packs up her gear::

KC_Spicer:
@<Admiral Hazbin>  *Spicer*  You are to contact Captain Olbrun of the U.S.S. Ganymede and convey the Ganymede's next mission orders.

Mileia:
Paladine: Oh.....then perhaps you can sense what I'm thinking?

Trelinome:
Wells : Perhaps we can compare notes ...over dinner perhaps ? :::Smiles :::

Gidget:
::looks at Trel::  Ummmm, hey, listen, I'm sorry about that........  ::looks somewhat sheepish::  Didn't mean to run over ya......

CTACWolfe:
CO:  Hard to say what it is I see in you...wonder if I'll always be with you...words cant say it, I can't do enough to prove...that its all for you......Good afternoon Captain...

Gidget:
::perks up::  Dinner?  Yeah, I'm hungry.....

CMO_Wells:
:: takes a look  at Gidget's cough::  Gidget:: looks like your gum is caught in your throat

CTACWolfe:
::slings the guitar around, quieting the strings:: CO:  Mind if I join you?

Trelinome:
Gidget : It has not caused anything permanent ....... Lets go now then :::Smiles:::

KC_Spicer:
@<Admiral Hazbin> *Spicer*  Captain Olbrun and her crew have three days on Risa.  At the conculsion of their stay, they are to commence this next mission.  It is vital and imperative to the effort against the Dominion.  I'm sure you understand.

CO_Olbrun:
::she blushes, not quite as much for form as she might want to think:: Wolfe: Please do.

Paladine:
Mileia: its not gentlemanly to pry, you have such natural radiance as it is

CTACWolfe:
::draws the strap up over his head and sits, laying the guitar across his lap::

KC_Spicer:
::wincing::  *Hazbin*  I understand all too well, Admiral.  I'm standiny by to receive those orders and will proceed as you wish.

Joe:
::goes back to watching the women walk by::

CTACWolfe:
CO:  You don't look like you are having much fun Dara....

Mileia:
::pulls Paladine alone:: I'm hungry, feed me ::sheepish grin::

ENG_Tal ::starts thinking of homeworld Trill::

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: To be honest, I think that coming here was a mistake for me.

CTACWolfe:
::plucks the strings absently::  CO:  And what makes you say that?

Gidget:
:;coughs again, and ejects the gum from her throat::  There, I feel better.  Trel, you taking us to dinner?

KC_Spicer:
::pushing some stray jet black hair out of her face and scowling down at her tricorder as the Ganymede's new orders come streaming in::

Paladine:
::looks deeply into her eyes:; your wish is my command

CMO_Wells:
::packs her stuff back up ::

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: I'm waiting for a communique from a representative of Admiral Hazbin's...just our next mission orders. I don't have a good feeling about it.

Trelinome:
Wells : Doctor ?   :looks at the Doctor with his eyebrows raised ::

Mileia:
::stops and looks back into his eyes:: No, your wish is my command

KC_Spicer:
::eyes widening as the import of the orders::  

KC_Spicer:
::mumbling::  Admiral Hazbin must think very highly of the Ganymede's crew.

CTACWolfe:
::stands, slinging the guitar once again::  CO:  However...the orders havent come in yet...so now is the time to have a little fun....

CMO_Wells:
:: looks up squating next to her pack::  Trel: yes?

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: Oh really....::she raises an eyebrow::

Trelinome:
Wells : Dinner ?

Paladine:
Mileia: and what of my reputation?

Gidget:
::looks at the doctor:: Yeah, can we go it now?

CTACWolfe:
::smiles in his boyishly charming way::  CO:  This is shoreleave after all Dara....and I am just follwing orders

Mileia:
::raises an eyebrow::

Joe:
::looks around at all the happy people::

CMO_Wells:
Trel:  Who me? As me and you 2? going and geting dinner?:: picks up her pack::

Gidget:
::grins as she realizes she's managed to weasle a dinner invite with grownups::

Trelinome:
Wells : Yes , I though we might compare notes over dinner

Mileia:
Paladine: I am here to please, if you'd like dinner and dancing that will please me......but ::left unsaid::

KC_Spicer:
::toweling off and glancing around as she realizes that semi-familiar face was the famous Captain Olbrun's::

Joe:
::begins playing a blues song on the harmonica::

CMO_Wells:
Gidget/Trel: why not.  ::smiles::

ENG_Tal:
:: starting to feel fatigued. Heads back to shore ::

Paladine:
Mileia: the sun has such resplendence on you skin, I bet the moon is as silvery as well

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: What an interesting turn of events....

Mileia:
::smiles::

KC_Spicer:
::scratching again at the news kin::

CTACWolfe:
Dara:  So what do you say?  I know a little dive around the corner that was playing some pretty good jazz when I arrived...

CO_Olbrun:
::she smiles:: Do you mind if I find a place for this first? ::gesturing to her case::

Trelinome:
Wells : This way then Doctor , do you have any prefences ?

Paladine:
Mileia: and what would please you?

Gidget:
::grins, then frowns::  Well, I guess my surfboard will find its way back to me sooner or later.....

CTACWolfe:
::smiles in that certain way::  Dara:  Might I suggest Motel 60?

KC_Spicer:
::re-reading the mission orders again::  Hmmm...'temporarily assigned to the Ganymede...'

CMO_Wells:
Trel: none really....you pick.

Gidget:
Yep, let's go ::grin::  Surfing always leaves me starving.....

Mileia:
::pulls Paladine close and whispers in his ear::

ENG_Tal:
:: Lays on the beach starring at the sky::

CO_Olbrun:
::she brushes her hair off her shoulders, and her spots show clearly:: Wolfe: If you insist....

Paladine:
::hugs her and enjoys the emotional moment::

Trelinome:
Wells : then I think I have a treat for you , if you like well seasoned food :::Smiles:::

CMO_Wells:
Gidjet: Surfing amkes you swallow your gum that's what. ::chuckles::

KC_Spicer:
::setting her shoulders straight::  Well, I hope they have coffee on that ship.  If not, they sure will have it soon.

CTACWolfe:
::smiles and pulls the guitar up::  CO:  After you.....

CMO_Wells:
Trel: ssounds good to me ::returns smile::

Gidget:
::grins at the doc::  It's also hard on my hairdo.

CO_Olbrun:
::she nods just a little imperiously, and walks ahead of him::

Mileia:
::runs her hand up his arm to his shoulder and looks into his eyes::

Trelinome:
:::Passes by Chaise and picks up key and towel ::

CTACWolfe:
::follows, singing::  Under the ruins of a walled city

Paladine:
Mileia: the garden of Eden was made for lovers

Gidget:
::follows along, trying to act grownup::

CTACWolfe:
::stops, thinking of a better song::

Mileia:
Paladine: then show me this garden of Eden

CTACWolfe:
::follows close behind Dara::

Trelinome:
Wells; you have a room yet ?

Gidget:
::smiles at a few Risan boys who wink at her as she passes::

KC_Spicer:
::snapping tricorder shut and slinging gear over her shoulder::

Gidget:
::giggles, catching up to the grownups again::

CTACWolfe:
If he loved you......like I love you....I would walk away in shame.......I move out of town and change my name...

CO_Olbrun:
::she walks in the hotel, and heads to the desk for a room::

KC_Spicer:
::wincing at the strap hitting the sore spot on her shoulder.

Gidget:
::straightens her face, and tries to look serious::

CTACWolfe:
when he watches you, when he comes to buy your soul...

CMO_Wells:
Trel: no I havn't checke din yet but I have a rooma t a small bed and breakfast.

Gidget:
::wonders why the others aren't including her in the conversation::

CTACWolfe:
::hushes up as they enter the hotel::

Trelinome:
Wells; Perhaps we should check you in first ?

ENG_Tal:
:: grabs bag and pulls out Data Pad - starts writing letter to family::

CTACWolfe:
::gets a couple of Frozen Margaritas from the bar as Olbrun checks in::

CO_Olbrun:
::she checks in and gets the key for her room, heading there quickly, hoping that the entire staff isn't seeing the blush burning on her cheeks::

KC_Spicer:
::shouldering the weight and stepping up the beach awkwardly in the heavy sand::

Gidget:
::waits somewhat impatiently::

CTACWolfe:
::lets the guitar slide behind his back and quickly scampers off in search of the good Captain, a Frozen Margarita in each hand::

KC_Spicer:
::going up to room and flopping gear in the corner::

Gidget:
::fidgets, but tries to hide it::

CMO_Wells:
:: shruggs:: Trel:  why not I already had my bags delivered there.

Trelinome:
:::Leads way up the walkway ::

Trelinome:
Wells: which one ?

Paladine:
Mileia: the garden begins in the heart and then enters the mind::

Paladine:
Mileia: maybe a massage and a breath of the salty air

Mileia:
Paladine: I know just the place

CTACWolfe:
::arrives at the Captains door and gives a gentle kick, as his hands are full::

Mileia:
::walks over to a smallish tent::

CO_Olbrun:
::she changes into swimwear, and pulls it up just in time:: Wolfe: You could have knocked...::a slight reproach in her voice::

KC_Spicer:
::punching up guest information on Captain Olbrun's hotel::

CMO_Wells:
Trel:   Elfendale bed and breakfast

Mileia:
::grins:: this is my establishment.....

Trelinome:
Wells : here it is now ::Leads to the right ::

CTACWolfe:
:;didnt realise the door swung open::

Mileia:
::parts the flaps and backs in::

Trelinome:
:::Opens Door to B & B ::

CMO_Wells:
::follows::

CTACWolfe:
::chuckles;:  Here, I brought you something to help cool you down...::offers a Margarita::....

Gidget:
::sits in lobby, bored::

CO_Olbrun:
::she peeks around the room, then takes the drink, sipping it:: Thanks.

Gidget:
::wonders what the adults are doing::

KC_Spicer:
::leaving a page message for Captain Olbrun to get in contact with Commander Spicer at soonest convenience::

ENG_Tal:
:: finishes letters and continues to stare at the sky

CMO_Wells:
:: goes to front desk and checks in::

CTACWolfe:
::unslings the guitar, thinking of a comment...but deciding against it....for the moment perhaps::

CO_Olbrun:
::she gets the message:: Wolfe: Just a minute...::sits down on the bed and returns the page::

Paladine:
Mileia: does your heart burn with love?

Paladine:
::holds her to him:: what is in your heart?

KC_Spicer:
::scratching at the new skin::

CTACWolfe:
::stands and closes the door::

Gidget:
::listens to her stomach growl::

CTACWolfe:
::turns and sips on his drink::

ENG_Tal :: I should take more vacations ::

KC_Spicer:
::getting page back::

Trelinome:
:::Leads the Good Doctor and the young girl to a well established small eatery ::

Mileia:
Paladine: my heart always burns......::offering the massage table::

CMO_Wells:
:: hears Gidget's stomach growl::  Trel: I think that is a hint.  We better go get dinner

KC_Spicer:
*Olbrun*  Captain Olbrun, Commander K.C. Spicer here.  Admiral Hazbin requested I contact you.

Gidget:
::grins delightedly:: Now you're talking..........

CO_Olbrun:
*Spicer* Ah yes. When do you need to meet, Commander?

Paladine:
::ethics and passion arise and dance in dialectic::

Trelinome:
:::opens Door to "Papa Joe's New Orleans Eats " :::

CTACWolfe:
::eyebrows furrow upon hearing Hazbin's name....long running feud with the Admiral....long ago::

Gidget:
::::settles into a seat at the eatery, and grabs a menu::

KC_Spicer:
*Olbrun*  At your earliest convenience Captain.  I've got your mission orders, although you still have two more days of shore leave.  You name the time and place to meet.  I can't transmit these orders...too risky.

Trelinome:
:::holds Chair for Doctor ::

Gidget:
::having bowled Trel over beating him into the restaurant::

Paladine:
Mileia: would you like a massage, I'm very good

ENG_Tal:
:: falls asleep on the beach ::

CMO_Wells:
:: finds seat, and picks up meanu::

Trelinome:
:::Sits ::

Mileia:
::walks over to Paladine removing his robe:: would you like a massage?

Gidget:
::opens menu, and yells for the waiter::

CO_Olbrun:
*Spicer* If this evening would be convienent for you, it would be best for me.

Trelinome:
:::Looks disapprovingly at Gidget's behaviour ::

Gidget:
Let's start off with .........  ::peruses the menu::  Let's see, some nachos.........

Mileia:
::smiles:: there is enough oil for both

CTACWolfe:
::stands and heads for the door:: Dara:  You should try to relax a little more....I mean, I've seen you a lot more naked than that.....::smiles wickedly and slinks out the door::

Paladine:
Mileia: I'd love one ::removes her robe:: you?

Gidget:
::glances at Trel, and giggles::

KC_Spicer:
*Olbrun*  Sounds good.  How about the Hotel Cabana at the beach front?

CMO_Wells:
:: hides embarrs ment behind her menu::

Mileia:
Paladine: Yes, of course ::smiles::

KC_Spicer:
*Olbrun* I can be there in half an hour.

Gidget:
Let's see, then perhaps ................  ::pauses::

CO_Olbrun:
::her jaw drops open, and she has a hard time responding:: *Spicer* Um, well, yes, that will be fine. Olbrun out.

CO_Olbrun:
::she pokes her head back out the door and into the hallway::

Trelinome:
::Enters in order for Chilies Con Caesso to start on pad by elbow ::

KC_Spicer:
::pleased to get a chance to meet the famous Captain Olbrun in person::

KC_Spicer:
::tidying up the room and fixing hair::

Mileia:
::drops tent flap::

KC_Spicer:
::somehow making a vacation dress still look like a uniform::

Trelinome:
Wells; Care for a drink ?

ENG_Tal:
:: dreams of sailing ::

CTACWolfe:
::heads back to his room....guitar in hand::

CO_Olbrun:
::she grabs a wrap, a little indignant at that comment::

Gidget:
Ya know what I'd really like?  A big juicy hamburger........  Lots of onion, and pommes frites.....

KC_Spicer:
<<<END THE PLEASANT SHORE LEAVE MISSION ON RISA>>>
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